Sports experience changes the neural processing of action language
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Experience alters behavior by producing enduring changes in the neural processes that support performance. For example, performing a specific action improves the execution of that action via changes in associated sensory and motor neural circuitry, and experience using language improves language comprehension by altering the anatomy and physiology of perisylvian neocortical brain regions. Here we provide evidence that specialized (sports) motor experience enhances action-related language understanding by recruitment of left dorsal lateral premotor cortex, a region normally devoted to higher-level action selection and implementation—even when there is no intention to perform a real action. Experience playing and watching sports has enduring effects on language understanding by changing the neural networks that subserve comprehension to incorporate areas active in performing sports skills. Without such experience, sport novices recruit lower-level sensory-motor regions, thought to support the instantiation of movement, during language processing, and activity in primary motor areas does not help comprehension. Thus, the language system is sufficiently plastic and dynamic to encompass expertise-related neural recruitment outside core language networks.

The mechanisms for language processing in adulthood are thought to be extremely stable and impervious to change (1). Yet, it may be that plastic change within the language system can arise from non-language-related activities. Background knowledge of a topic certainly aids comprehension and retention of language related to that topic (2–4) and such knowledge can even eliminate comprehension differences between those lower and higher in verbal ability (5). But what if one is not just knowledgeable in a particular area, but also has direct experience with the behaviors described in the language one uses? Could such experience actually modulate the neural substrates called on to support effective comprehension? When individuals hear language about action, they activate neural networks involved in producing these actions (6). Given that athletes and novices rely on different cognitive and neural operations during overt action production (7–12), the resources called on to support language comprehension might differ as a function of an individual’s experience with the communicated actions. In the current work we ask whether athletic experience carries implications beyond the playing field to a very different activity: language comprehension, and more specifically, to the understanding of the heard scenarios (13–15). In this postscan comprehension task, subjects listened to sentences describing ice-hockey actions (e.g., “The hockey player finished the shot”) and everyday actions (e.g., “The individual pushed the door bell”). Following each sentence, participants were told to judge as quickly as possible whether the pictured individual was mentioned in the sentence and to indicate this decision by pressing a “yes” or “no” button.

The pictures (Fig. 1) depicted either (i) an individual mentioned in the preceding sentence performing an action that matched the action implied in the sentence, (ii) an individual mentioned in the preceding sentence performing an action that was different from (or mismatched) the action implied in the sentence, or (iii) an individual not specifically mentioned in the sentence and performing an action that was not implied by understanding of the heard scenarios.
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We next examined whether the regions that related to comprehension also significantly related to hockey experience. Here, and in the analyses below, we treated hockey experience as a categorical variable, rank ordering subjects based on hockey exposure from (1) no playing or viewing experience (novices), to (2) no playing, but viewing experience (fans), to (3) playing and viewing experience (players). This rank ordering, which captures relative degree of exposure to ice-hockey, allows us to test whether the facilitative effect of hockey experience on comprehension is mediated by neural activity during hockey language processing.  

Two brain regions related to hockey-sentence comprehension also related to the rank-ordering of hockey experience. Activation in left dorsal premotor cortex [Talairach center-of-gravity = ([45,9,41]) positively correlated with hockey experience. Given that premotor regions are typically activated bilaterally within a larger network for action understanding in both action observation and language comprehension (17–19), we also looked at the analogous region in the opposite hemisphere. An interaction with hemisphere \((\beta = 0.29, t = 2.15, P < 0.05)\) showed that this relation was limited to the left hemisphere \((r = 0.46, P < 0.02)\). In addition, activation in right dorsal primary sensory-motor cortex \((r = -0.45, P < 0.02)\). Not only did a lack of a hemisphere interaction \((P = 0.64)\) support the bilaterality of the relation between primary sensory-motor activation and experience \((r = -0.43, P < 0.02)\), but similarly high correlations were seen between average activation in right sensory-motor cortex and comprehension \((r = -0.68, P < 0.001)\) and left primary sensory-motor cortex and comprehension \((r = -0.51, P < 0.005)\). Thus, in the analyses from this point forward, we consider the relation among bilateral primary sensory-motor cortex activity, experience, and comprehension.

If the above relationships between neural activity and comprehension are because of experience-dependent changes in the neural networks subserving language understanding, then they should be limited to the domain in which subjects were selected to vary by experience (i.e., hockey). To test this hypothesis, we also correlated, at the whole-brain level, everyday action comprehension with neural activation while subjects listened to everyday sentences. Although one region, the left Lingual Gyrus [Tal (\([-10, -86, -9]\)], related to comprehension \((r = 0.61, P < 0.001)\), it was unrelated to hockey experience \((r = 0.15, P = 0.43)\).

The sentence. For this last category, pictures of hockey players were paired with everyday sentences (e.g., a picture of a hockey player skating followed the sentence, “The individual frosted the cake.”) and pictures of everyday individuals were paired with hockey sentences (e.g., a picture of a man buttoning his shirt followed the sentence, “The hockey player saved the shot.”). This last category required a “no” response (serving as fillers to equate “yes” and “no” responses across sentences) and was not analyzed. Trials of interest were those that required “yes” responses [i.e., (i) and (ii) above]. If individuals comprehened the actions described in the sentences (13–16), responses should be facilitated for pictured individuals whose actions match those implied in the sentence relative to those that do not. We termed this index of comprehension the action-match effect.

**Results**

Does hockey experience enhance language comprehension? All subjects, regardless of ice-hockey experience, showed a significant action-match effect for everyday sentences, responding faster to pictures of individuals performing actions that matched those implied in the sentences vs. pictures that did not [733 vs. 802 ms; \(t(28) = 3.33; P < 0.01\); interaction with group, \(F = 1\)]. In contrast, only ice-hockey players [605 vs. 669 ms; \(t(11) = 3.22; P < 0.01\)] and fans [761 vs. 884 ms; \(t(7) = 4.91; P < 0.01\)] showed the action-match effect for hockey sentences. Novices’ response times did not differ as a function of pictures that matched the sentence-implied hockey actions vs. those that did not [655 vs. 656 ms; \(t(8) = 0.03; P = 0.98\)]. Experience watching and playing ice-hockey facilitates comprehension specifically for hockey sentences.

To determine the neural mechanisms underlying this experience-dependent facilitation, we performed regression analyses relating neural activity during hockey-language listening to hockey experience and hockey-sentence comprehension. Importantly, we did not expect to find a significant relation among neural activity during everyday language listening, everyday sentence comprehension, and hockey experience because everyday language comprehension did not vary with hockey group. This expectation is not surprising given that everyone should have experience viewing and performing everyday actions.

We began by regressing, at the whole-brain level, our index of hockey sentence comprehension (i.e., the action-match effect) on neural activity measured while all subjects, irrespective of hockey experience, heard hockey sentences. Starting at the whole-brain level allows us to identify all possible neural areas that might mediate (or account for) the relation between hockey experience and hockey sentence comprehension. Neural activity in several brain regions was significantly related to hockey sentence comprehension (Table 1).

**Table 1. Significant regions for the whole-brain correlation maps for hockey action sentences at \(P < 0.005\) (cluster-level corrected at \(\alpha < 0.05\))**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ROI (Brodmann’s area)</th>
<th>Center of gravity</th>
<th>ROI size, mm³</th>
<th>Correlation coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Left dorsal premotor cortex (BA6)</td>
<td>-45 9 41</td>
<td>405</td>
<td>0.608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right dorsal primary sensory-motor cortex (BA4/1/2)</td>
<td>22 -21 53</td>
<td>488</td>
<td>-0.677</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right post. cingulate gyrus (isthmus: BA30)</td>
<td>11 -35 2</td>
<td>1,178</td>
<td>-0.728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left post. angular gyrus (BA39)</td>
<td>-39 -47 23</td>
<td>426</td>
<td>-0.644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left post. cingulate gyrus (BA31)</td>
<td>-14 -54 27</td>
<td>639</td>
<td>-0.551</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left cuneus (BA18)</td>
<td>-14 -91 18</td>
<td>753</td>
<td>-0.597</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Correlation coefficients are standardized \(r\) values \((N = 29)\) and represent the average coefficient across all voxels in the cluster. Italicized regions are those that showed a significant relation between hockey experience and neural activity. Activity in these regions also significantly mediated the relation between hockey experience and hockey language comprehension (see Fig. 2). post., posterior.

---

Although our coding scheme was setup a priori to examine the relation between degree of exposure to ice-hockey and hockey-language comprehension, we also examined alternative ways of coding hockey experience. Considering fans and experts to be of equal experience, considering fans and novices to be of equal experience, or coding playing and watching experiences separately did not produce the same significant correlations seen in the next paragraph and Fig. 2 between experience, comprehension, and neural activity, nor did it result in a better-fitting mediation model.
Turning back to our original question regarding the impact of hockey experience on language comprehension, we asked whether the pattern of neural activity seen while listening to hockey language mediated (or accounted for) the impact of experience on hockey-language comprehension. As reflected above, the more hockey experience individuals had (ranging from novices to fans to players), the more effective they were in comprehending hockey sentences. This relation became significant when both left dorsal premotor and bilateral sensory-motor activity was also used to predict hockey comprehension. Only a strong positive relation between left dorsal premotor activity and hockey comprehension and a strong negative relation between bilateral primary sensory-motor activity and hockey comprehension remained (Fig. 2). The relation between experience and comprehension was fully mediated by left dorsal premotor and bilateral primary sensory-motor activity. Figs. 3 and 4 show the brain-behavior correlations, activation differences by hockey experience group, and the neural regions themselves.

Effective auditory comprehension of action-based language is accounted for by experience-dependent activation of the left dorsal premotor cortex, a region thought to support the selection of well learned action plans and procedures, often in response to learned symbolic associations (20–26). Evidence from lesion studies in monkeys (27) and humans (28, 29) shows that ablations of the dorsal premotor cortex prevents individuals from associating well learned motor response sequences (e.g., twisting a handle) with exogenous symbolic cues (e.g., a yellow placard or specific tone). Because subjects can independently perform the required movement sequence and recognize the symbolic stimuli, the dorsal premotor cortex is believed to support the selection of well learned plans for action. The left hemisphere has been shown to drive this selection, regardless of the effector involved (24, 30–32). Substantial prior experience viewing and performing ice-hockey actions enhances hockey-language comprehension, likely by enabling individuals to associate linguistically described action scenarios with motor plans for execution. This ability, in turn, gives individuals the type of robust and multimodal representation that is the hallmark of optimal comprehension.

Interestingly, facilitated comprehension of hockey action sentences was not limited to those with significant hockey motor experience (i.e., hockey players); Ice-hockey fans also showed the action-match effect for hockey scenarios. This comprehension effect in fans was accompanied by activation in the left dorsal premotor cortex while listening to the hockey action scenarios that was significantly above baseline (F (7) = 3.21, P < 0.02). Players showed a similar pattern (F (11) = 3.50, P < 0.005). Novices did not (P = 0.25). Moreover, increased dorsal-premotor activation during hockey-sentence comprehension was seen bilaterally for the fans but not the players (Fig. 3). This observation is true whether one looks at the region of interest (ROI) directly contralateral to the left dorsal premotor region or the peak activation in the right prefrontal cortex more generally. The bilateral premotor activation may be indicative of more effortful action selection in fans vs. players, a view consistent with overall longer response times for the fans [mean (M) = 822 ms; SE = 73] vs. players (M = 637 ms; SE = 39) for hockey sentence comprehension [F (18) = 2.44, P < 0.03]. Nonetheless,
only activation in the left dorsal premotor cortex, and not bilateral premotor activation, mediated the impact of hockey experience on language comprehension. This finding is consistent with other findings that the left premotor cortex plays a dominant role in higher-level action selection, regardless of the side of the body involved (24, 30–32).

As mentioned above, the relation between hockey experience and hockey sentence comprehension was also fully mediated by bilateral dorsal primary sensory-motor activity while listening to hockey action sentences (Figs. 2 and 4). Primary sensory-motor regions are heavily involved in instantiating the specific step-by-step movements needed to carry out a novel task (17, 30, 32). Less hockey experience was associated with increased activity in bilateral primary sensory-motor regions during hockey language listening and decreased comprehension.

Previous work has shown that the neural substrates governing both observation of another’s actions and imagining one’s own actions differ as a function of whether these actions are part of one’s preexisting motor skill repertoire (33, 34). Experienced actors call on brain regions implicated in higher-level action planning and selection more so than do those without experience (33, 34). In the current work, we show that those without the ability to associate plans for action with linguistic cues (most likely because they don’t have such actions in their skill repertoires (novices)) instead show increased activity (vs. more experienced counterparts) in neural areas known to be involved in the instantiation of simple movements. Such activation actually hurts comprehension, likely because it does not embody the higher-level action plans that effective comprehension relies on.

Discussion

The impact of athletic experience on comprehension is explained by greater involvement of brain regions that participate in higher-level action selection for those with hockey playing and watching experience and greater involvement of brain regions that participate in step-by-step action instantiation for those without such experience. These areas fall outside the neural networks usually implicated in language comprehension (35).

By demonstrating that specific patterns of neural activity in the motor system that occur when one listens to hockey language mediate the relation between hockey experience and comprehension (Fig. 2), we reveal how sports experience impacts language understanding. Specifically, our mediation analysis depicts a model of a causal chain of events (36) whereby experience alters the extent to which premotor and primary sensory-motor cortex are called on during language listening, which, in turn, produces differences in comprehension. As such, we show that experience-dependent activation of motor areas when listening to action-based language is not an epiphenomenal byproduct of comprehension, but is an integral component of effective understanding. These brain and behavioral changes reflect a deeper level of language understanding that is not only achieved by experience on the playing field or ice-rink, but also enhanced by experience in the viewing stands.

Methods

Subjects were right-handed males, aged 18–35 years (SD = 4.76), with an average of 14.38 (SD = 1.38) years of education. Twelve ice-hockey experts played professional or Division I intercollegiate hockey (15.7 ± 1.9 years playing experience). Eight fans had 13.3 ± 7.8 years watching experience and no hockey playing experience of any kind (including related sports such as roller hockey). Nine novices had no playing or watching experience. Neither age (r = −0.11, P = 0.55) nor years of education (r = −0.256, P = 0.23) significantly related to the rank ordering of hockey experience.

MRI data were acquired from a GE Signa LX 3T scanner and analyzed with BrainVoyager QX 1.9.9 (Brain Innovation). A forward-spiral T2*-weighted sequence (37) was used to acquire functional images covering the whole brain (30 axial slices) with a repetition time of 2,000 ms and an echo time of 30 ms. High-resolution anatomical images were acquired (120 slices) in the axial plane (1.5 × 1.41 × 1.41 mm) with a standard GE MPRIage sequence. Functional images were manually aligned to the high-resolution T1 structural images and transformed into Talairach space (38). A two-gamma hemodynamic response function was used to model the expected blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) signal (39).

During fMRI scan acquisition, subjects passively listened to 44 hockey action sentences and 44 everyday action sentences equated for duration, syntax, and word frequency. Sentences were presented in a fixed-random order by using a jittered interstimulus interval (range: 0–16.11 s; M: 2.21 sec) within a rapid event-related design. The 88 action sentences were intermixed with 88 filler sentences not specifically action-related. Subjects listened to 176 sentences in total.

In the postscan comprehension task (administered immediately after exiting the scanner), subjects were auditorially presented with the same 88 action sentences they had heard in the scanner. An additional 88 sentences (half describing hockey actions and half describing everyday actions) were also included as filler sentences. For following presentation of a given sentence, subjects saw a computer-presented picture of a target individual. The pictures were line drawings produced from digital images. Subjects judged as quickly and accurately as possible whether the target individual was mentioned in the preceding sentence (by pressing one of two buttons labeled “yes” or “no”). For half of the trials, subjects saw a picture of an individual that was mentioned in the sentence. These “yes” response trials were those of interest. Half of the sentences in these trials were paired with pictures of individuals performing actions that matched that implied in the sentence (Match) and half were not (Mismatch). These pairings were counterbalanced across subjects. For the remaining half of the trials, subjects saw a picture of an individual not mentioned in the sentence. These “no” response filler trials were equally divided into hockey and everyday sentences.

The pictures paired with the everyday filler sentences were hockey players, and the pictures paired with the hockey filler sentences consisted of everyday indi-

![Fig. 4.](https://example.com/image4) Visualization of primary sensory-motor cortex: negative correlation between neural activity when listening to hockey action sentences and postscan hockey language comprehension. (a) The right hemispheric region shown in blue was significant (P < 0.005, corrected) at the whole-brain level. To visualize this region as part of a larger primary sensory-motor network, it is overlain onto voxels showing a negative correlation at the reduced threshold of P < 0.05, uncorrected (depicted in yellow). To test for laterality, this region was reflected over the y axis (shown in the left hemisphere in green). (b) Activity in the left and right ROIs broken down by group. The y axis represents neural activity in the form of β-estimates for the hockey action condition. Error bars represent SEM. (c and d) Visualization of the linear relationship (across all 29 subjects) between neural activity (represented as β-estimates) (see Methods) and hockey language comprehension for each hemisphere (left hemisphere: r = −0.51, P < 0.005; right hemisphere: r = −0.68, P < 0.001).
Significant regions (Table 1) were then subjected to an ROI-based analysis using β-estimates averaged across all voxels in the cluster for each subject and each condition. Each region was arbitrary to see whether neural activity therein also related to hockey experience. If a significant relation was found (P < 0.05), we next asked whether activity in this region mediated the relationship between hockey experience and language comprehension. To test for laterality effects, all regions that related with hockey comprehension and experience were reflected about the y axis (42–44). See supporting information (SI) Methods for more detail.
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